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$15.00 St. Paul clearly states: “Let this mind be
in you which was also in Christ
Jesus…” (Phil 2:5.) How do we acquire
this Mind of Christ and where is it to be
found? For the Orthodox Christian,
salvation is the acquisition of this Mind
of Christ which is to be found in the
Church. This acquisition moves us from
the image of God to the likeness of
God; through our obedience to this call
we begin to know God and this
knowledge is eternal life (John 17:3).
This small book hopes to begin to
answer how acquiring the Mind of
Christ is possible and why it is
necessary in our lives today.
$15.00 “Love little things, and strive for that
which is modest and simple. The Lord
watches over us, and He is pleased that
you long for His peace. Until the soul is
ready, He will only sometimes allow us
to see that He is present everywhere
and fills all things. At these moments
the soul feels such joy!… But then the
Lord conceals Himself from us again, in
order that we might long for Him and
seek Him with our hearts!” —Elder
Thaddeus of Vitovnica
/
Elder
Thaddeus of Vitovnica was one of the
most renowned spiritual guides of
Serbia in the twentieth century. As a
novice he lived in obedience to Elder
Ambrose of Miljkovo Monastery, a
disciple of the Optina Elders. From him
Fr. Thaddeus learned the Prayer of the
Heart and the selfless love that came to
characterize his whole ministry to the
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suffering Serbian people. /
Born in 1914, Elder Thaddeus lived
through all the suffering endured by
Serbia in the twentieth century. Over
the course of two World Wars, during
the Communist takeover, and through
the NATO bombings of 1999, he cosuffered with his people. He taught,
counseled, and prayed for all who came
to him in pain and sorrow. His words of
love and hope provided spiritual balm
for people from all classes of society. /
In 2002 Elder Thaddeus reposed,
leaving behind a large collection of his
teachings, preserved by his faithful
spiritual children. His life, teachings,
and spiritual conversations are here
presented for the first time in English.
Ignatius
$25.00 "Prayer is a refuge of God’s great
(Brianchaninov)
mercy to the human race." The refuge
is a place of inner stillness and peace
where the heart is fully opened to the
embrace of God’s love. It is a return to
the ancient paradise from which the
human race, in Adam, had to depart
because of disobedience to the
command of God. "The Refuge" is an
exposition of the concrete actions we
should take if we truly desire to live with
and in God. It weaves together
meditations on scripture (from the
Psalms in particular) and amplifies
these with the wisdom of early Christian
saints, in particular the ascetical
writings of St John of the Ladder, St
Macarius the Great and St Isaac the
Syrian. It is an active exhortation for us
to reacquire the original nobility with
which God fashioned us.
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$5.00

"Lord Jesus Christ, Son of God, have
mercy on me." This prayer has been on
the lips of Christians since the time of
the Desert Fathers. What is its history?
How do we make it our own? This
booklet traces the development of the
Jesus Prayer through the early
centuries of the Church, follows its
progression through Mount Athos, the
teachings of St. Gregory Palamas, and
others, and discusses its modern
revival in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. Concludes with a brief
discussion of how this prayer can be
appropriated by the individual believer
today.
$23.00 This book contains six talks by Elder
Aimilianos of Simonopetra (Mt Athos),
focusing on select passages from the
Chapters on Love by St Maximos the
Confessor. More than a simple
commentary, these talks offer a
profound yet approachable introduction
to the principles and practice of
Orthodox spirituality.
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$10.00 Saint Nikiforos (1887-1964) is a saint of Greek Orthodox
our time. He suffered from Hansen's Monastery of the
Disease, leprosy, in a time when little Theotokos The
was known about the disease or
Life Giving
Spring
potential cures. / Lepers were forced
to live in Leper colonies. Some lepers
gave in to despair but others like Saint
Nikiforos became leaders in the
Orthodox Christian faith, true saints
who suffered in love for Christ and his
fellow man. He encouraged many

people in his life and many miracles
surround his life.
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Idleness.
Apathy.
Restlessness.
Procrastination. These are symptoms,
of what early Christian theologians
called despondency (acedia), a spiritual
sickness rooted in a lack of care or
effort. A condition as old as the
ancients, despondency thrives in
today’s culture of leisure, anxiety, and
digital
distraction.
Time
and
Despondency is a penetrating
synthesis of ancient theology, spiritual
memoir, and self-help practicality. It
envisions despondency as the
extension of a broken relationship with
the experience of time. Driven by the
fear of death and the anxiety of living,
despondency drives us to abandon the
present moment, forsaking the only
temporal realm in which we have true
fellowship with Christ. The remedies
offered by time-honored Christian
thinkers for this predicament constitute
not only an antidote to despondency
but also stepping stones back to the
present moment. In regaining the
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sacredness of time, we re-encounter
the Resurrection of Christ in the dark
and restless moments of our lives.
What is more beautiful and more
important than the Divine Liturgy? /
What do you tell your younger children
about it? / If you rejoice at the Divine
Liturgy, you'll enjoy using this little
book.
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One of the most wonder-working
Saints. We often ask for his
intercessions with Christ, especially
when we are sick and in physical pain.
Feast Day, July 27.
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Feast Day, December 2.
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Feast Day, July 12.
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Paterikon for
Kids - Saint
Emmelia

A mother of ten, five of which are
canonized Saints! Feast Day, May 30.
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